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About This Game

Nightmares from the Deep: The Siren`s Call is the sequel to the smash hit Nightmares from the Deep: The Cursed Heart.This
epic adventure features an exciting plot full of outstanding puzzles and unforeseeable twists and turns.

When Sarah Black, curator at the Caribbean Naval Museum, receives a package from a mysterious messenger, she is unwittingly
drawn into an ancient conflict. Inside the package she finds an artifact, and instantly assailants descend on the museum to rob
her. The artifact is stolen. Sarah lowers her head in disbelief as she realizes that again she is falling headfirst into a nightmare

from the deep.

Next Sarah finds herself on the shores of Kingsmouth, a forgotten fishing town which holds an incredible secret. A would-be
messenger reveals the sad truth: he and the rest of the town’s denizens are suffering from a curse that is gradually turning them

into ghoulish, mutated ocean creatures… a curse that was cast by none other than the mayor, Murray, and the old sea-devil
himself, Davy Jones.

Features

Thrilling storyline with complex plot based on a dark mystery
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Unusual depth of character for the Hidden Object genre

AAA-quality cinematics

A plethora of majestic locations

Varied gameplay: interactive hidden-object scenes, mahjong, and many others

Three different types of collectible objects

The sequel to the smash hit Nightmares from the Deep: The Cursed Heart, building on the first game’s story

Bonus gameplay: an additional adventure, telling the story of the praetorians who seek redemption after decades of
serving Major Murray

Additional materials: concept art, wallpapers and a stunning soundtrack

Replayable minigames and HO scenes
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Title: Nightmares from the Deep 2: The Siren`s Call
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Artifex Mundi
Publisher:
Artifex Mundi
Release Date: 24 Jul, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: 1.5 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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Horrible sound effects,instant delete.. Constantly crashing in mainmeny, in mp menu, ingame with bots and then in
mainmeny....horrible.
It seems very fun but is superunstable for some odd reasons ?. Miki Sugina's as Illustrator + MANYO as composer = G O D L I
K E. Doesn't work for Windows 10. Hangs after loading screen. No forum help remedied. Very unsatisfied customer here.. I
actually liked this game! I played it in the past, and it was very easy.
Recommendations:
Level editor
Moar (I mean, more) levels
New vehicles
and more!
Other than the recommendations, this game is great! 9.25\/10!. this should be game of the year for vr flight games. Update: no
longer works on W10, not sure if it works on previous versions of Windows? Anyways, thumbing it down until it is fixed

Fun and good looking 3D tower defense game. It is a bit grindy, but I don't mind it since there is a lot of stuff to play around
with.

Pros:
- Nice, colorful and charming gfx
- Every map has 5 difficulties and good incentives to beat them all
- Some maps have traditional lanes, while on others mobs can appear from unexpected places
- Many heroes to unlock, controlling a hero feels a bit like playing an action-RPG
- Tons of stationary towers to unlock
- Heroes, towers and weapons can evolve and level up
- Potions and magic spells can be purchased
- You can farm money and materials
- Perfect for when you have a little bit of spare time

Cons:
- On a crowded map it can be too easy to lose control of the hero by accidently clicking on a stationary tower
- Does not properly support special resolutions like 3440x1440
- No cloud save
- Not the best translation to english, but everything is still easy to understand

8.5\/10. I was very excited to play a game like this one but the GAME DOESN'T WORK. Many people including me have crash
problems and there is no update fixing it. I bought and could only play 0,6 hours before it bores me with many crashes and bugs.
Dont buy!. If you expect an ambitious game in the league of "Papers, Please", you will be highly disappointed. This game takes
less than thirty minutes to complete. Most people think it's too short, but personnaly it allowed me to do a few runs, whereas I
did one game and a half of "Papers, Please". This way, you can try many things.

In my first run, I aligned with the government, which was very easy. In my following runs, I tried to make each district revolt.
The South and East are easy to "win"; the West and, above all, the North are super hard to turn around (they are lawful Loyalists
in the beginning). This was where the game became challenging. I find it amusing to think that one of my hardest challenge in
video games was to inform rich people through newspapers that their government is evil and that they should work against it.
Who knew we would someday live in such a time...

However, I'm still unsure if the challenge is either very tough and complex or just plain unfair. I feel like you don't know
enough about the mechanics. It seems like it's not any articles speaking against the government that will get to the North folks.
What makes it even harder is that you have to avoid making the government suspicious; to influence the North, you will almost
inevitably bust your limit. How do you find the balance? Lucas Pope, the creator of "Papers, Please", created a free game with a
similar concept to The Westport Independant called Republia Times (it was released before). It wasn't divided into districts, and
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the outcome of everything you did was obvious. Also, the gameplay consisted only of choosing which articles to publish, and
how big they would be on the front page; you couldn't modify the titles or the content, and you didn't have to assign them to a
specific journalist. Finally, there wasn't all the marketing side of the game; your articles were either political (which are not
popular but are influential) or about celebrities or entertainement (which have the opposite effect). So it was simpler and more
straightforward, but at the same time isn't it a bit boring if you're sure of the outcome, and if there's no challenge?

The community is so inactive that you can't expect to find a guide on the web. You can't even find a clear description of the
achievements.

So yeah, I'm a bit mixed about all of this, but overall I had a great time and it was very compelling to try to make rebels out of
the North folks (in which I succeeded! Yay for me :D ).
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It's not a deep game, and it has some flaws. But overall I found it fun.
Like many, I see similarities to the board game 'Hero Quest' -- though it's a bit simpler than that even.
Move around a 2D tile map with 1-3 characters -- basically fighter, rogue, wizard -- fighting various critters, collecting loot,
looking out for traps.

Especially if you are into game design, there's a lot to see here -- good and bad.
Good: simple point and click gameplay, and some neat, easy to use mechanics. Nostalgia, if you played similar board games.
Bad: A (near as I can tell) random "skull of fate" that, most often, costs you health or moves, very (very, very) rarely giving a
benefit (point of health). There's not enough explanation of a lot of the gameplay, nor enough content to last more than a few
hours. And one thing I'd change -- your movement\/attack for the turn on each character is a single click -- no moving cautiously
one square at a time or moving the path\/distance you want before an attack.

Overall, though, I'd say give it a go -- especially if you can get it on sale.. Review after 20h:

Pro:
-The graphics are amazing
-Sounds are more or less real
-It is not so easy to ride of you ride the first hours but after time it is really nice to ride

Contra:
-Multiplayer has no Serverlist or a Menu to join a lobby you just drop into one you cant see
-Sometimes you crash and you respawn and crah again

All in all it is a nice game with some little bugs and Milestone should fix them fast.. Am I the only one that tried to sneak a peak
at my boobs?

Nice little demo.
I hope they release many immersive movies like this.
. I think you'll like this game if you like Tharsis, and vice versa.

There is die rolling, but you make strategic choices to determine how many dice of each type you have available to roll, and how
to allocate the results.. This game looked fun and unique. I saw the reviews and found that Windows Central rated it 4\/5 for the
XBox. So for under $5 I decided to give it a try....and I'm glad I did. Frantic, Crazy, Chaotic, Frustrating. I kept dying....and
dying....and dying. But, I kept trying....and trying....just one more level...one more....one more. Crazy Fun Game....even has a
global leaderboard.. There was no dragon 1/10. Well, here we go again...

PROS:

It's a nice model generally. It looks about right.

Passenger view is alright I guesss.

CONS:

Sounds (I'll talk more about them further down the review)

Physics

Only one livery.

The sounds on this train are rubbish. They're reused off of a previously released train (455 I believe). They really need updating.
A 319 sounds nothing like a 455 in real life, so why should it be like that in Train Simulator? Remember, it's a SIMULATOR,
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and they're charging us nearly \u00a312 for it. Rip-offs.

The physics are pretty bad too. 0 - 30 at notch 4 takes about 10 seconds.

And you could've included more liveries? Here's a list of liveries that DTG COULD OF included but DIDN'T:

London Midland
Northen
Southern
Thameslink#
Connex
Project Thameslink
Network South East (Yes, I know you can get it but we shouldn't have to pay \u00a32.99 \/ \u00a33 for it)
Thameslink black and yellow stripes.

Now I know we can get a lot of them for free on other websites, but they should just simply come with it. Now I do know about
licensing issues, but could we just at least have one more livery?

Overall - 4\/10

Would only buy on a sale with the mandatory Armstrong Powerhouse pack.. Like the incredible machine series games, but with
the Rube Goldberg twist. It isnt as complicated or long as those games but still okay.

Bought it on sale for less than $2 and it was about 2 hours of entertainment, so I would say 5\/10.

DisplayFusion Operation Warcade VR The Labyrinth Adult Toy Store Development report 2018-12-11:
Thank you for your attention.

We have now completed the first version

And upload waiting for release date

Although the game is a pre-emptive experience

But the storefront has been completed,
Can play to the end of the game

But in the part of fighting and sex with customers
Still accelerating design

We will update the new version every month.
To gradually complete various interactions with in-store customers

Thank you for your support of the game.

thank

Designer ChaoYe
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